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As the Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County expanded at the beginning of the twentieth century, the library’s trustees turned to Andrew Carnegie to build new branch libraries. The construction of Cincinnati’s Carnegie branches extended access to dedicated library facilities outside of the downtown basin, because the branches were primarily built in the emerging hilltop neighborhoods. The library trustees were largely responsible for location decisions. Community associations saw the construction of a neighborhood branch as a desirable status symbol, and regularly attempted to influence the trustees’ decisions in their favor.

Over the course of fifteen years, Carnegie grants were used to build nine branches, seven of which are still in operation as of 2016. The construction of the Carnegie libraries was long and often difficult, involving setbacks with site location, cost overruns, political controversy, and most dramatic of all, the suspension of a grant for several branches in 1916. The Carnegie libraries formed a key part of a robust county-based metropolitan library system by extending not just the provision of books, but also the creation of new public spaces into the area’s neighborhoods. The branches occupied important places in the life of Cincinnati neighborhoods, and provided new spaces in which voluntary associations could meet.

Much of the literature on Carnegie libraries does not examine the factors related to location decisions, even though these decisions affect user accessibility. Recent scholarship on Carnegie libraries has primarily focused on the social context of who supported, used, and rejected Carnegie libraries, the architecture of Carnegie libraries, and how these libraries promoted reading consistent with white middle-class values. Built between 1886 and 1919, with funds from the wealthy steel magnate, Andrew Carnegie, Carnegie libraries were an integral part
of the public library movement in the United States. Thousands of Carnegie libraries were built across America because any community could solicit Carnegie’s funds for a library, provided it supplied a site and annually committed 10% of the original donation for maintenance. The Midwest especially benefited from Carnegie’s funds, receiving the most buildings of any other region. Cincinnati’s construction of Carnegie branches stands in contrast to the small towns that built a single Carnegie library, since it already had some level of distributed library services in place.¹

Prior to the Carnegie branches, Cincinnati and surrounding Hamilton County did not have a well-developed branch library system. Library services were available throughout the city and county via deposit stations, deliveries, and “branches” that were often located in modest facilities or buildings that served a different primary purpose. There appeared to be no branches housed in a purpose-built library building prior to Cincinnati’s Carnegie libraries. Cincinnati’s Carnegie library era began in 1902, when the trustees first contacted Carnegie, and ended in 1917, with their last communication with Carnegie.

As Cincinnati grew outward from the central business district, new communities boomed on Cincinnati’s hilltops, and adequate library services were needed farther from the main library building that was located downtown. At the time, the library was formally known as the “Public Library of the School District of Cincinnati,” as the library did not have a formal relationship with the city of Cincinnati. It had been affiliated with the school district since the 1850s, and had previously drawn funding support from a levy that more broadly supported the school district. Library borrowing privileges were extended to all of Hamilton County (which contains Cincinnati, along with smaller towns and villages) following passage of an 1898 act by the state
legislature. After this act was passed, the library trustees sought to expand services around the county via deposit stations, and later with urban branches. Cincinnati was one of the first public library systems to extend services to county residents. In 1900, the library’s trustees passed a resolution to accept management of village libraries upon request. As a result, a number of the deposit stations and modest branches that had been established in the distant areas of the county, far from the city’s core, applied to be managed by the Public Library of Cincinnati.²
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The library’s board of trustees was composed of businessmen, lawyers, and other prominent citizens. The library trustees, in cooperation with the head librarian at the time, N. D. C. Hodges, largely shouldered the effort to obtain Carnegie’s money. Composed of seven trustees, the board was a stable group of men with little turnover during the Carnegie period. The Cincinnati Board of Education, the Union Board of High Schools, and the University of Cincinnati each appointed two members. The Judges of the Court of Common Pleas appointed the seventh member. Hodges and trustee W. T. Porter were active in the American Library Association (ALA). Porter served as chairman of the trustees section from 1905 through 1920, and served as trustee for the endowment and Carnegie funds for the ALA. Hodges was elected first vice president of ALA in 1908 and became president of the association in 1909.³

As the trustees had few additional sources of income to build a number of suitable purpose-built library branches, they turned to Andrew Carnegie for assistance. In their first letter and subsequent correspondence, they displayed their beliefs--common to Carnegie library
applicants—that their city was a unique place, deserving the enlightenment and broadened service that Carnegie libraries could provide. In their correspondence and meeting minutes on branch libraries, the trustees tended to emphasize architecture, appearance, location, and prestige. Their correspondence with Carnegie frequently reflected civic boosterism and the conviction that Cincinnati could ill afford to exist much longer without a major library system.4

The Public Library of Cincinnati trustees initially solicited Carnegie’s funds to build a large main library as well as branches. Early correspondence with Carnegie mentioned the need for branches, but also spoke to their great anxiety about the state of the main library. The main downtown location, originally built as an opera house, was too small for its rapidly expanding use. The trustees’ overtures for an expanded main library were a contrast to the shifting priorities of Andrew Carnegie, as well as the Public Library of Cincinnati’s head librarian. When Andrew Carnegie began funding libraries, many of his early grants helped build large, elaborate main buildings. These included large central libraries in Detroit, St. Louis, Columbus, and Seattle. By the time Cincinnati library officials began their relationship with Carnegie, he had shifted to funding small branch libraries, a position he increasingly embraced in later years. Cincinnati head librarian, N.D.C. Hodges, echoed this same sentiment; writing a report to the trustees in 1901, he asserted that while the main library needed a new building, branch libraries were the key to expanding the reach and influence of the Cincinnati library. Reinforcing his point, Hodges compared Cincinnati and Hamilton County to Cleveland, which had smaller population yet a higher circulation. He identified the reason as being Cleveland’s use of “four excellent branches.” Hodges also praised Cleveland’s practice of locating branches within two miles of the main location. During the Carnegie library-building period, many cities embraced an ideal of a
one-mile distance between branches. Without Hodges’s advocacy, the trustees might have continued to assume an expanded main library would serve the needs of the city.\textsuperscript{5}

Having failed to receive a response to their initial request from Andrew Carnegie, the trustees wrote again in March 1902. The bond issue for construction of a new main library had failed and would not be reconsidered for another two years. The trustees reiterated their interest in finding a way to build both a branch system and a new main library. Carnegie replied to the trustees a month later with an offer of $180,000 for the construction of six branch libraries. He closed the letter with the two conditions that characterized all Carnegie libraries: Cincinnati had to furnish the sites and the city had to pledge an annual 10\% ($18,000) maintenance fund for the branches.\textsuperscript{6}

State financial regulations challenged the trustees shortly after they accepted Carnegie's $180,000 gift. Several months after securing an act allowing the library to issue bonds in order to purchase building sites, the Ohio Supreme Court ruled the measure was in violation of the Ohio Constitution. Since the court found that the library did not have the authority to issue bonds, library funds were instead used to purchase sites for the branches. A site for the first branch, located in Walnut Hills, was finally secured in 1904. The site was purchased from the estate of Maria Longworth Nichols Storer, one of Cincinnati’s most famous and wealthy women, as well as the founder of the famous Rookwood Pottery.\textsuperscript{7}
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The trustees’ decision to construct the first Carnegie branch in Walnut Hills demonstrates how the economic and civic importance of a neighborhood influenced the trustees’ location decisions. Shortly after the trustees first contacted Carnegie, the library trustees considered
Walnut Hills a likely early recipient for a branch. Given its important status as a commercial and transportation district at the time Hodges began to advocate for pursuing a branch model, he specifically mentioned the need for expanded library services in the area. Expectations for this branch ran high; the neighborhood had many affluent residents, civic groups were eager for a branch, and Walnut Hills was one of the most important commercial districts outside of the downtown core. More than 100,000 people traveled through the area daily due to the confluence of streetcar lines. The architect for Cincinnati’s first Carnegie branch was James McLaughlin, a prolific local architect who designed the Cincinnati Art Museum and the remodeling of the main library. The trustees also planned to spend more money on this branch than the others, determining it “to be the most important of its Branch Library Buildings, and as Walnut Hills is the most populous part of our city on the Hills.”
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It was also an area with a rich history of educational institutions. Lane Theological Seminary, where Lyman Beecher was president, his daughter Harriet met her husband Calvin Stowe, and anti-slavery sentiment flourished, was founded in Walnut Hills. The seminary not only designated Walnut Hills as a site for intellectual activity, but also ensured that the neighborhood was racially mixed from its earliest days, since it leased parts of the property to black families. As Walnut Hills developed, numerous other schools were established in the area. The oldest neighborhood public school, later known as Frederick Douglass school, was a highly regarded destination for the education of black children during Cincinnati’s Carnegie period.

The opening ceremony of the Walnut Hills branch on April 9, 1906, made national headlines when Mayor Edward Dempsey, in attendance to accept the library on the city’s behalf,
failed to acknowledge Andrew Carnegie in his remarks. According to the mayor’s later remarks on the occasion, the omission was intentional, as he had, “no deep admiration for a man who has made his millions out of the sweat and blood of the toiling classes, but who attempts to atone for the oppression by giving away buildings, and thus advertising himself as a philanthropist.” Dempsey took his criticism even further by stating, “I am inclined to regret that the great City of Cincinnati did not build and pay for the branch libraries, instead of receiving them as charity from a man who could have no real sympathy with a city of which he knew nothing, and in which he had no interests.”

Cities such as Detroit, Indianapolis, New York, Wheeling, and Cleveland faced labor opposition during the construction of Carnegie libraries. Smaller cities with large working-class populations also faced labor opposition to building Carnegie libraries. Even the relative absence of labor concerns from the trustees’ correspondence should not be taken as a sign that labor
wariness was absent from Cincinnatii, but that the trustees did not regularly interact with the concerns of Cincinnati’s labor community. This likely reflects the business and managerial outlooks of the trustees, since Cincinnati indeed had a vibrant labor activist base. As recently as 1893, one-third of the Cincinnati electorate was associated with Cincinnati's Labor Council, and Cincinnati’s labor community made alliances with elected local leaders who supported expanding public education. On occasion, representatives from the labor community appeared at trustee meetings to request the use of unionized labor in library construction, but it is unclear how the trustees addressed these concerns.12

Other towns in Ohio experienced labor resistance to Carnegie libraries. In Mansfield, a newspaper reported, “the labor element want[ed] Andrew Carnegie to amend his $35,000 library offer and change the building into a public hospital.” In Coshocton, a subscription library slated for replacement by a Carnegie library met with so much opposition from labor that the local trades council offered to purchase the library and run it. Carnegie prevailed and the town received a check for $15,000 a few months later. In Youngstown, any “favorable” discussion of socialism was not allowed in the Carnegie library, reportedly on orders from the librarian, who had been personally responsible for obtaining the Carnegie grant.13

As the construction phase began, cost issues frequently challenged the trustees’ ability to stretch Carnegie’s gift as far as possible. This was a common problem for Carnegie libraries. Other Ohio cities experienced similar problems; Marion and Defiance solicited Carnegie for extra money in order to complete buildings. The Cincinnati trustees contacted Andrew Carnegie and his secretary, James Bertram, in late 1905 with a request for a supplement to the original grant. They noted the possibility of building a seventh branch, in addition to Carnegie’s gift for six branches, by remodeling an old house on Dayton Street in the West End. Carnegie did not
furnish the additional money. Following the opening of the Walnut Hills branch in 1906, an additional five new Carnegie libraries opened between 1907 and 1909 (see Appendix I).\(^{14}\)

Physical and human geography significantly influenced the trustees’ decisions concerning locations of Cincinnati’s Carnegie branches. Changing demographics, transportation options, and neighborhood political rivalries formed an urban landscape that shaped where the trustees decided to build libraries. Most of the branches were located only a few miles from one another. This was common in cities with Carnegie branches, which were often “closely spaced” as a reflection of pre-automobile neighborhood development. The geography of the city’s hillside and riverside neighborhoods also affected construction decisions. The East End branch was located close to the Ohio River. Due to concerns about potential basement flooding, the lecture room was built on the same first level as the reading room. Price Hill’s librarian was sensitive to local mobility, noting in her reports that those who lived on the streetcar line or who owned a car often visited the main library instead of the branch, but children who lived at the base of the hill did not mind the walk up to the library. Ironically, the Price Hill branch was located adjacent to Dempsey Park, named in honor of Mayor Edward Dempsey. Despite the ruckus he had caused during the opening of the Walnut Hills branch, the mayor had secured land for the park by working in cooperation with the library and the city’s safety and public service departments.\(^{15}\)
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Historically, Cincinnati’s urban core was contained within a six-square mile area between Mill Valley and the banks of the Ohio River, known as the basin. Steep hills on the western, eastern, and northern sides of the city constrained its early development and expansion,
leading to high levels of congestion in the basin, comparable only to the overcrowding conditions found in New York. As city transportation networks developed, higher income white Cincinnatians moved out to the hilltop communities. Many of these early hilltop communities included the same neighborhoods that would receive Carnegie branches. By the time Cincinnati’s Carnegie building period ended, the city had become much more racially segregated as whites overwhelmingly left the basin.16

Many facets of Cincinnati’s educational and social life remained segregated, if not by law, then by custom. Shortly after the Walnut Hills branch opened, a separate library for African Americans opened inside Douglass school, located close to the Walnut Hills branch. This branch had only 2,000 volumes, but its opening was justified by the “existence [of] the large settlement of colored people in the immediate neighborhood, which could not be cared for adequately at the larger branch.” It is quite possible this was a euphemism to justify segregated services, since it is unclear why the local black population’s needs couldn’t be met at the Walnut Hills Carnegie branch. At the beginning of Cincinnati’s branch library expansion, schools were legally integrated, but many of the former “branch schools” that accepted black students from across the city had closed. The only remaining branch school with a mission to educate black students was Douglass School in Walnut Hills. The black community was very supportive of the school and a new school was built in 1911 with a considerable number of features, including a large auditorium. The public library was approached to support the library services of the new school around the time of its opening. The school remained an educational anchor for the city’s African American community for much of the early twentieth century.17
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As word spread that Carnegie’s largesse was making its way to Cincinnati, neighborhood groups made overtures to the library to secure their own branch. The location of libraries and their surroundings were sometimes fraught by rivalries. Local identities were contested when the neighboring communities of Mount Auburn and Corryville competed against one another to build a library. When Corryville was selected as the site for the next branch, a celebration dinner was hosted and Mount Auburn leaders were invited. The Mount Auburn library advocate gave the congratulatory remarks, which reflected the German heritage of Cincinnati and especially Corryville. Comparing advocating to trustees to get a branch library with trying to win a favorable marriage proposal, he remarked, “I knew I was ‘up against it.’ Nevertheless, I went before them and tried my best to convince them that I was the best of the catch.” When it came to a vote, “Some voted ‘Yea’ but more voted ‘Nein,’ and she married the fellow on Daniels and Vine.”  

Secure locations for the branches often provoked tenancy or property issues involving those residing on or nearby the future library site. In 1904, the board secured property for the future East End branch location after the city had condemned it. Several months later, after purchasing the site for the future North Cincinnati (Corryville) branch, the board informed the tenants that they would have to vacate the premises within ten days. The trustees and library staff were often anxious about the physical environment surrounding the libraries. Soon after the Walnut Hills branch opened, the city purchased a lot next to the library property. This property included an “objectionable frame dwelling,” which was removed in order to create a more prominent corner lot for the branch. At meetings, trustees extensively discussed matters such as
how to inscribe properly the plaques above the entryways to the branches, and “relieving the flat appearance of the Price Hill branch.”

As branches opened, the library system professionalized. The newly built branches had more resources and services to offer and therefore required more professional staff to maintain the branch. Library staff had to be graduates of library school, or go through the Public Library of Cincinnati’s examination schedule and training. Many of the first Carnegie branch librarians had already worked for the main library, and often transferred between branches. Staffing at the branches was almost exclusively female, except for the janitor and pages. Librarians at these branches were involved with patrons’ lives and neighborhood politics, and were able to position the branches as important community spaces. Their reports on the activities of the branch often demonstrated the highly localized concerns of the users from the surrounding neighborhoods.

The construction and opening of a branch was seen as a step forward in community development. Neighborhood groups, especially businessmen’s clubs, regularly lobbied the trustees at twice-monthly meetings to consider their community for a Carnegie branch. Delegations representing middle and upper-class communities appeared far more frequently than working-class groups to advocate for their interests. Local community improvement associations or women’s clubs often provided flowers and landscaping for the new library’s grounds. The first Cumminssville librarian, in reflecting on that branch’s opening, noted that neighbors planted ivy to improve the appearance of the surrounding buildings.

Even as the first group of branches opened, the trustees continued to ask Andrew Carnegie to furnish money to build a new main location. Citing the lack of local library
philanthropy, the trustees also felt that Cincinnatians took the institution for granted. Their requests to replace the main library were consistently rejected, though Carnegie continued to fund new branches for the city. Anxiety over what to do with the main library remained a constant theme in the Public Library of Cincinnati’s annual reports, and the trustees soon began to observe that rather than alleviating the burden on the main library, the branches actually increased pressure on the library system. This resulted in increased use of the library system and a greater burden on staff and existing resources.22

The gift of Carnegie monies did not come with significant oversight or accountability. This is demonstrated by confusing documentation related to two branches. The first situation concerned a house on Dayton Street that was remodeled into a branch. In the trustees’ accounting and reporting to the Carnegie Corporation, they did not consistently distinguish between Carnegie funds and other funds used elsewhere within the system. Although it was not explicitly a “Carnegie branch” the way the other nine branches built specifically from Carnegie funds were, it was often mentioned in correspondence to Carnegie and Bertram. In addition, contradictory statements found in the annual and financial reports of the library raise several questions and no clear answers regarding the Dayton Street branch’s funding. Records indicate that the funding for remodeling the house on Dayton Street into a branch came primarily from a bequest from Mary P. and Eliza O. Ropes. However, in several library treasurer’s reports under the heading of “Carnegie Funds” the Dayton Street branch appears under various line item descriptions. This may be due to the trustees’ decision to use a small amount of Carnegie funds on the reconstruction, but they changed their minds and decided to continue with the construction using funds other than Carnegie’s money. Later statements from the trustees that the Dayton Street branch was “not [a] Carnegie” and “upon which no part of the donations was
used” also add to the confusion. The second situation concerned a Carnegie branch in Norwood, an independent city within the city boundaries of Cincinnati. In contrast to the library trustee-led efforts of Cincinnati, Norwood’s mayor and women’s clubs led the early advocacy for bringing a Carnegie library to their city. Norwood’s quest to obtain a Carnegie library was not part of the Cincinnati Carnegie library building effort, however the intention was to transfer ownership of the library to the library system after completion. Shortly after the branch opened in 1907, it was transferred to the Cincinnati library system. While the library maintained six Carnegies after Norwood came into its ownership, it took responsibility for the full construction of only five Carnegie branches from the first grant.23
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In May 1908, the trustees requested $105,000 from Carnegie for an additional round of construction. In February 1909, Carnegie agreed to a second grant of $100,000 for three additional branches. In March 1914, construction began on Cincinnati’s last Carnegie, the West End branch. The costs for this branch went over budget. The difference was covered with a $6,000 appropriation from the city council, while the Carnegie Corporation added $6,000 to the original $100,000 gift, obligating the trustees to maintain the three branches from the second gift and its increase at an annual cost of $10,600.24

Shortly after the Carnegie branches opened, they became important neighborhood anchors, functioning as community centers and attracting a diverse group of users. With their public rooms and auditoriums, Carnegie libraries served as meeting places for community groups, testing sites for exams, extension service sites to schools, firehouses and other audiences, and settings for a wide variety of classes. Groups meeting at the branches reflected the religious,
civic, business, or educational nature of the area. Library staff promoted the branches as alternatives to alleged urban vices and less wholesome activities. Core user groups from surrounding communities included children, mothers, and businessmen. The trustees explicitly positioned the branches as community centers, noting in an annual report, “…the branch library [is] the social as well as the book center of the community.” Librarians worked directly with teachers to encourage children to visit the library. Before a new branch opened, library staff visited neighborhood schools to sign up children for library cards in advance. The librarians in Cincinnati’s Carnegie branches reached out to various schools, conducted story hours, and hosted groups and events for children.25

These community ties often carried political implications. The Hyde Park Business Men's Club had long lobbied the trustees for a library, and expected preferential treatment as a result. The club was one of the largest stakeholders in the branch, publishing library news in its club bulletin. The branch librarian communicated her political concerns about accommodating this group shortly after the branch’s opening. In a branch report, she noted that a special exception to smoking tobacco in the auditorium should be made for the Business Men’s Club, with the wry remark that “smoking is as essential to the working of some men's brains as some propelling force is to an engine.” Given the limited authority of branch librarians at this time, it is likely that this would have been a particularly challenging situation. Other tensions between the community and library staff reflected local religious practices. Several issues came up during the early years of the Price Hill branch concerning the Catholic identity of the surrounding neighborhoods. Book deliveries to a convent were temporarily interrupted with the arrival of a new mother superior. A year later, the librarian suspected that parishioners were told that the library supported anti-
Catholic influences. After a few years, the children’s librarian claimed that the branch was experiencing competition for its child patrons from a Catholic school library.26
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Cincinnati’s library staff and trustees reflected a national approach to the library’s function in society. As the public library movement accelerated, early leaders characterized the library not only as a place of learning, but also as a “social stabilizer.” During this period, library trustees were typically from the upper class and used libraries as a vehicle for defining elite culture, while middle-class library staff viewed libraries as instruments of Progressive Era values that contributed to individual and community self-improvement. Librarians at this time were preoccupied with “good” reading, and actively tried to shape patrons’ reading habits and choices. Anxiety over fiction and other light reading had been a topic in the profession for many years. The Price Hill librarians often wrote about the reading habits of patrons, and expressed their distaste in branch reports. A couple of years later, the neighborhood’s reading tastes had apparently changed, driven by the growth of the area: “The fact that this impetus is toward better reading, is but an indication that the new people coming in are of the reading class, and that the older patrons are turning to the better books, likewise.” This mirrored trends within public librarianship during a time that highly valued the library as a force for cultural assimilation to white middle-class reading preferences, while tending to ignore reader interests, ethnic reading materials, and controversial materials. Reading was a wholesome activity, in contrast to other distractions. A couple of years after the North Cincinnati branch opened, there was a downturn in attendance over the winter, which the librarians attributed partially to the “demoralizing effect of the five-cent theatres and dance halls upon the young people of the neighborhood.”27
Anxieties manifested over library users in general were just as strongly directed to the branches’ youngest patrons, even as Carnegie libraries provided some of the only public accommodations that welcomed children outside of schools. Carnegie libraries introduced the concept of children’s reading rooms on a large scale. Children’s library conduct was a perennial concern to librarians, as Carnegie branches frequently served as the first exposure children had to a public library. Following the opening of a branch, large numbers of children visited the new library. The Walnut Hills librarians reported that in the weeks following the opening of the branch, there were so many children who visited after school that many “seemed unwilling to go home even for meals.” Although it was less mediated than a school classroom, librarians ascribed certain codes of conduct and symbolism to children’s use of the branches. This was apparent in librarians’ control over children’s reading habits, behavior, and use of the library building. Librarians at the Hyde Park branch felt compelled to address “age appropriate” reading. They noted, “the young boys and especially the girls have been reading fiction far beyond their age.” The librarians asserted their perceived authority to enforce good reading habits, claiming to use “tact and scheming to lead them back to literature suited to their age.” Branches organized activities both to appeal to children, but also to regulate their behavior. The Price Hill librarian organized the Price Hill Boys Club and reported the club had “a strong influence toward good conduct in the branch.” At the West End branch, an influx of boisterous boys descended on the library shortly after opening: “the gang seized upon the library as a splendid place to spend six nights out of every week. We realized at once that a club was the only possible solution.”

Library architecture at this time was used to communicate certain values and segregate different groups of readers. Shortly after the Cumminssville branch opened, the annual report remarked that the branch’s reading rooms were “most satisfactory” as they were “well screened
from the noise of the Circulation and Children's Rooms in the front.” While the introduction of children’s reading rooms was a major step in recognizing their unique reading needs, it also attempted to mitigate their perceived unruliness, particularly among working-class children. The librarian at the West End branch frequently commented on the effects of the library on the working-class neighborhood. She noted that the local children referred to her as “the liberry lady.” In her communications, she reassured them by stressing that “the atmosphere of simplicity and good taste of the West End Branch has its effect on those who come in.” However, the library staff also struggled with attempting to impose the value of order. She contrasted the local enthusiasm the neighborhood children had for the opening with the struggles of the branch staff to enforce middle-class values in a working-class neighborhood. She remarked, “[o]ur energies were divided between rescuing books from grimy hands, and rescuing small brothers and sisters from the anxious offices of cleanly-minded young persons bent on enjoying all the benefits of the library, including soap and warm water.”29

Cincinnati librarians had a historical precedent for their concern over “grmy hands.” Soon after William Poole became Cincinnati’s head librarian in 1869 (and later went on to serve as ALA president), he emphasized that only patrons with clean hands be allowed use of library materials. The “unwashed masses” posed a problem for library staff, not only offending on an olfactory level, but also by contaminating the library as a hallowed place of learning and decorum. Many Carnegie libraries had sinks in children’s reading rooms, a nod to ProgressiveEra values that promoted public health through habits of cleanliness.30
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With eight Carnegie branches in operation, and a ninth under construction, the trustees sought to acquire more branches to expand the reach of the library system even further. On June 1, 1914, the trustees wrote to Carnegie, requesting a third large grant for additional branches. James Bertram was skeptical, noting that Cincinnati's library situation was comparable to that of Cleveland: “[Cincinnati] has about one branch for every 38,000 population and it would appear to us, speaking generally, that this ought to suffice.” Bertram attempted to validate his skepticism by contacting William Brett, librarian of the Cleveland Public Library, former president of ALA, and a frequent consultant on grant matters. He asked Brett to review Cincinnati’s application and compare it to Cleveland’s library system. Brett assured Bertram of his faith in the Cincinnati library trustees. Bertram notified Porter that while the corporation thought Cincinnati was well stocked with branch libraries, it would consider branches for areas of Hamilton County that were outside the city limits and the extent of the branch library system.31

A year and a half later, the trustees wrote to Bertram to request nine new libraries, which would have doubled the number of Carnegie libraries in the area. These included the communities of Camp Washington, Pleasant Ridge, Madisonville, Elmwood-Carthage, Hartwell-Wyoming, Lockland-Reading, Sayler Park, Oakley, and St. Bernard. Several of these locations were outside the city of Cincinnati or had only been recently annexed. Many of the areas received library services through rented or temporary quarters. In a second letter, the trustees requested eleven new branches, including Cheviot and Fairmount with the previous nine proposed locations. Moderating their possibly excessive request, they noted five “preferential locations,” in the event that eleven could not be furnished. These five branches (Madisonville, Camp Washington, Lockland-Reading, Pleasant Ridge, and Sayler Park) would cost $75,000. In March, the Corporation agreed to give $75,000 for the erection of five more branches.32
The success of the trustees in securing a third round of Carnegie funding was short-lived. On June 6, 1916, the Carnegie Corporation notified the trustees it was suspending all Ohio grants, citing its place near the bottom of state recipients in maintaining their 10% pledges. The letter also informed the trustees “in the neighboring State of Indiana there is not in this connection a single instance of a community which has failed to keep its pledge.” The corporation noted it was waiting for a reply from the Columbus library system regarding several unacknowledged letters. More than twenty Ohio communities had failed to maintain adequately their branches. Further blame was attributed to the state library; politicization was cited for its inability to put pressure on defaulting libraries.33

The trustees quickly mobilized to defend their record of maintenance and attempted to save the third grant. Shortly after receiving this notice, Porter requested a meeting with the Carnegie Corporation (he was staying in New Jersey and attending the ALA conference with N. D. C. Hodges), and he and Hodges managed to meet briefly with Bertram. Following the meeting, they wrote to the Corporation, summarizing the meeting and providing assurances that they would work to get their fellow Ohioans in line. Bertram’s reply acknowledged Cincinnati’s good example while repeating that no further grants would be extended to Ohio.34

Ohio’s library leaders echoed the concerns of Cincinnati’s trustees. In October 1916, Clyde W. Parks, president of the Ohio State Library Commission and a professor at the University of Cincinnati, spoke to delegates of the Ohio Library Association regarding the defaulting libraries. Apparently twenty-one of the twenty-seven “delinquent cities” made restitution after being warned by the state association. Parks noted, “[t]wenty-seven Carnegie libraries out of eighty-two in Ohio have failed to make good their pledge to the Carnegie Library Commission, and for
this reason no more Carnegie libraries will be established in this state until the record of Ohio is cleared.”

Ohio was one of the largest recipients of Carnegie grants, coming in third among states in total money received ($2.8 million), behind New York and Pennsylvania. Indiana ranked first in Carnegie libraries by number of communities (155) and number of buildings (164), but it ranked fifth in terms of money received ($2.5 million). That Indiana had managed to maintain all of the branches per the terms of the grants was even more impressive. Ohio was one state among several where grants were suspended; neighboring Kentucky and West Virginia had also inadequately maintained their branches, as well as Illinois, Kansas, and Iowa.

Local failures to maintain Carnegie branch maintenance turned into state issues, and in turn became a national issue addressed by large professional organizations. In May 1917, Porter asked Bertram for a list of defaulting Carnegie libraries for a trustees section meeting he was to chair at the Louisville ALA conference. On the agenda was the subject of Carnegie library contracts and the failure to maintain pledges. Bertram advised that he could not give out such information; that it was in the hands of Cleveland librarian William Brett, and George Utley, secretary of the ALA. Porter wrote to Bertram in June, informing him that Brett was allowing access to the material.

At the ALA conference, the trustees section showed particular interest in addressing defaulting Carnegie libraries. One presenter noted that five percent of Carnegie libraries were overdue in reporting to the corporation and six unidentified states were “very derelict.” Brett reported that an ALA appointed committee made progress in getting some of the “delinquent libraries” to report to the Corporation. One of the section participants suggested that the ten percent maintenance fee required by Carnegie was too low. The low amount required for
maintenance was a frequent criticism of the Carnegie library program, since it did not reflect the true costs of library operations.\textsuperscript{38}

The default problem for Ohio’s Carnegie libraries dragged out for a few more years, with decreasing involvement from the Cincinnati trustees. In 1920, the president of the Ohio Library Association publicly addressed the politicization and inadequacy of the Ohio State Library in responding to the problem of delinquent Carnegie libraries. He reported that sixteen communities were listed by the Corporation as “unsatisfactory” and eight communities, including Columbus, completely failed to respond to the Carnegie Corporation’s inquiries about maintenance pledges. Librarians as well as trustees were blamed for the failure of Ohio’s libraries to maintain services and fiscal responsibility. It is unclear how Cincinnati’s trustees were involved in the issue at this point, particularly as the library shifted focus to support World War I activities. By this time, the library trustees may have been satisfied that they did all they could to secure a number of Carnegie branches for Cincinnati. By extending library services further out from the historic basin, this helped form the foundation of a library system that would expand considerably to reach every part of Hamilton County. The construction of nine Carnegie branches in Cincinnati positioned the library as one of the best-developed library systems in the state by 1917--only that of Cleveland was larger, with fourteen branches. Furthermore, only four cities had more Carnegie libraries than Cincinnati: Cleveland, Baltimore (14), Philadelphia (25), and New York City (66). Louisville, Detroit, and Pittsburgh, like Cincinnati, each built nine Carnegie libraries.\textsuperscript{39}

Not every Carnegie branch would survive the post-World War II years. Due to declining circulation, library trustees moved to shut down the West End branch in the mid-1940s. As the library sought to sell the branch, legal issues developed due to the Carnegie funding. By June 1946, the county prosecutor informed the trustees that they would be permitted to sell the branch
property. Payments received from the sale of the property, however, were to be used for other library building expenses. The last Carnegie built in Cincinnati was the first branch (and thus far the only) to be demolished. After more than thirty years of service, the West End branch closed in 1947. A printing company briefly occupied the building until it was torn down, and then a gas station took over the lot. The nearest replacement was the Lincoln Park branch, built in the early 1960s. In early 2001, the branch changed its name to the West End branch. The East End branch was the second Carnegie library to close in Cincinnati. Citing low circulation and the planned opening of the new downtown library, the trustees recommended closing the branch by June 30, 1955. The branch survived for a few more years and closed in 1959. The Queen City Lodge of the Fraternal Order of Police purchased the branch for $35,000 in late June 1959, with plans for a basement gymnasium for teenagers. The branch closed on September 1, and users were redirected to the Hyde Park branch. The building later became a Veterans of Foreign Wars meeting hall. Today, the East End branch is an event space known as the Carnegie Center of Columbia Tusculum.40

Of the nine original Carnegie branches in Cincinnati seven are still in operation. Some have been remodeled, but all except the Hyde Park branch (which was remodeled in the 1970s) have retained their distinctive “Carnegie look” and layouts similar to the original plans. Today, the Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County is one of the top public library systems in the country, ranking third in the country in terms of library visits per capita (9.22 visits per capita annually). It currently has forty branches in operation, including the seven surviving Carnegie libraries.41
The trustees faced several setbacks during the Carnegie period, such as running out of money, local politics, and the loss of the third grant. The tenacity and determination of Cincinnati’s library trustees resulted in a useful, accessible, and important branch library system for Cincinnati, realized with grants from Andrew Carnegie. The spread of Carnegie branches followed the expansion of hillside neighborhoods as upwardly mobile Cincinnatians moved out of the historic urban basin. The trustees’ decisions regarding branch locations reflected their commercial and civic values. Community groups, particularly those with business interests, appealed to the trustees to have their neighborhood selected for a Carnegie branch. As demonstrated by the numbers of clubs and classes that met in the auditoriums and club rooms, the schools visited, and the great numbers of both adult and child patrons, Cincinnati’s Carnegie libraries were community anchors, and obtaining one was a major source of pride for neighborhood civic and business groups. The operation of Cincinnati’s branches reflected many of the issues common to Progressive Era librarianship. In particular, librarians actively monitored patrons’ reading habits, used libraries as a place to acculturate working-class users to middle-class reading and civic values, and simultaneously welcomed and exerted control over children. Carnegie libraries are an indelible part of American public libraries. In many ways, the usage of and civic attitudes toward Cincinnati’s Carnegie libraries reflected common experiences from other cities. However, Cincinnati also illustrates an underappreciated aspect of Carnegie libraries, which is the impact of site location decisions that affect access to library services.
APPENDIX I

The Nine Original Carnegie Libraries, Opening Dates and Costs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Opening Date</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Walnut Hills</td>
<td>April 9, 1906</td>
<td>$46,150.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East End</td>
<td>March 14, 1907</td>
<td>$33,182.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Cincinnati (Corryville)</td>
<td>April 2, 1907</td>
<td>$46,805.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwood*</td>
<td>July 22, 1907</td>
<td>$25,000.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumminsville (Northside)</td>
<td>April 27, 1908</td>
<td>$31,961.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price Hill</td>
<td>November 29, 1909</td>
<td>$26,707.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyde Park</td>
<td>August 6, 1912</td>
<td>$39,094.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avondale</td>
<td>March 2, 1913</td>
<td>$45,614.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West End</td>
<td>December 6, 1915</td>
<td>$30,116.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The West End branch closed in 1947 and was demolished soon after. The East End branch closed in 1959, but the building still stands.

*The Norwood branch was part of a separate gift from the Carnegie Corporation. The branch was transferred to the Public Library of Cincinnati and Hamilton County after completion.

All figures come from tables sent by the library trustees to the Carnegie Corporation of New York. Please see (Porter June 1, 1914) and (Schaefer, Porter 1916). The original table lists an incorrect opening date for the West End branch; the year has been revised to reflect the actual opening date, as documented by the trustees’ minutes.
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